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00. INTRODUCTION 
THIS PAPER is concerned with the homomorphism, 
cp: &.(G)+&(G), 
from the oriented bordism of the finitely presented group, G, to the surgery obstruction groups 
of G. (Definitions and notation are given in Ql.) In general, this homomorphism is not well 
understood. For example, it is known that Novikov’s conjecture on higher signatures can be 
reduced to a computation of a localized version of cp, and most of the attempts to understand cp 
have focused on this problem, where the image of the homomorphism tends to be quite large 
(see [3] for partial results in this direction). Here, we are interested in an entirely different 
situation. Namely, we wish to know under what circumstances the map 9 is “almost trivial”, in 
the sense that the image of 9 is L.&e) C L&G). This point of view is useful for at least two 
reasons. First, it involves proving that certain surgery obstructions are zero, increasing the 
likelihood that the calculations will lead to applications outside of surgery theory. Second, by 
looking at cases where 9 is trivial, one avoids the difficulty of having to identify elements in a 
group which is, in most cases, unknown. Therefore, our investigation will be confined to finite 
fundamental groups, where there is no known example of 9 having an image unequal to L&e). 
We are able to calculate 9 for a large class of finite groups. 
THEOREM 0.1 Let G be a finite group whose Sylow 2-subgroup is abelian or generalized 
quatemion. Then 6: f&(G)+ L,(G) is the zero homomorphism. 
The proof of the theorem uses results of Wall[12] and some explicit calculations of key 
examples. Various parts of the theorem are established below in Propositions 1.7, 2.3, and 3.1. 
In 84, we give an application of the theorem to transformation groups by constructing a smooth 
action on a sphere with one fixed point. 
The problem considered here can be viewed as an evaluation of one of Wall’s “surgery 
characteristic classes” for the appropriate fundamental groups[l2], and therefore plays an 
important part in determining which elements of L,(G) can be realized by normal maps of 
closed manifolds. More generally, these computations are special cases of the far more dillicult 
problem of understanding the pairing L,,,(G)@ n,(H)+ L,+,(G x H). Even when H = {e}, 
there are still some questions remaining (see [9] for a thorough treatment of this case). 
The only difficult part of this paper is the proof of Lemma 2.1. This result, along with 84, 
appeared in my thesis, and I would like to express my thanks to Wu-chung Hsiang for his 
valuable assistance while that work was being done. I am also indebted to Bill Pardon for many 
discussions of surgery theory. 
41. BASIC RRSULTS, CYCLIC GROUPS 
For convenience, we wiIl work with piecewise-linear manifolds, although the results are true 
in other categories. All manifolds are oriented. If M has a boundary, it is oriented by the 
following convention: (outward normal) $ (orientation of &f) = (orientation of M). The orien- 
ted, PL bordism of K(G, l), for a finitely presented group G, will be denoted a,(G), and we 
have the decomposition n,(G) = fi*(G) $ a,(e). By L.(G) we mean L.“(G, w) with w = 0; in 
other words, this is the obstruction group for doing surgery on an oriented, n-dimensional 
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normal map with ?rl = G to get an ordinary (as opposed to simple) homotopy equivalence. For 
the usual details of surgery, we refer the reader to [13]. 
Let MS denote the closed, eight-dimensional Milnor manifold [2, Chap. V]. There is a 
collapsing map, c: MS+ S8, which can be covered by a bundle map to yield a normal map 
whose surgery obstruction generates L&e) = Z. If f: N” +K(G, 1) represents an element in 
R,(G), we can form the normal map, 
c x (identity): MS x N + S8 x N, 
with the corresponding construction on the bundle level. 
Definition 1.1. The homomorphism cp: R*(G)+&(G) is defined by cp([N,f])= 
a[c X (identity): MS x N -+ S8 x N], where (T denotes the surgery obstruction and f determines 
the G-coefficient system. The restriction of cp to the summand o*(G) is denoted 4. 
Using the periodicity in L,(G), we can think of Q as preserving degree. 
The product formulae in simply connected surgery[2, Chap. III] imply that the restriction of 
Q to n,(e) has image L&e) C L.&G). Since this part of the surgery obstruction is well- 
understood, we can restrict our attention to 4. This problem is greatly simplified by two 
theorems of Wall. 
THEOREM 1.2[12, Thm. 121. Let f: M + N be a normal map of closed manifolds, with r,N 
finite. Then the surgery obstruction for f vanishes if and only if the obstruction vanishes for 
f: M + N, the covering corresponding to a Sylow 2-subgroup of n,N. 
Obviously, we can establish Theorem 0.1 by showing that 6 is zero for 2-primary abelian 
groups and quaternion groups. In doing this, we use the following result of Wall. 
THEOREM 1.3. [12, Thm. 51. Let a: &(rr; Z&+H*(?r; Z& be the “augmentation” defined by 
a(tN, fl) = f ,(2(N) n INI). 
Then there exists a homomorphism q which makes the following diagram commute: 
a*(% Z(2)) @(*) ' L*(r) 63 Z(2) 
(I 1 / rl 
H*(c Z(2)). 
Now let h: Q*(P) + H,(V) denote the usual “Hurewicz homomorphism” 
h(]N, fl) = f ,WI). 
Note that both a and h map fii, to 8,. 
LEMMA 1.4. Suppose G is a finite group and {[Ni, fi]} is a set of elements in 6*(G) such that 
{h([Ni, fi])} generates H*(G; Z(z)). If e([Ni, fi]) = 0 for each i, then @ is tn'hl. 
Proof. Since L,(G) contains no odd torsion for G finite[l3], it is sufficient to show that 
6~) = 0. According to Theorem 1.3, this would follow from the given hypotheses if {a([Ni, fi])} 
generated H,(G; Z&. But a simple induction shows that this follows from the assumption that 
{h(]Ni, fil)) * 1s a g enerating set (compare [lo, 941). 
As a very simple application of Wall’s results, we now prove Theorem 0.1 for G = Z,, n a 
power of 2. Take for K(Z,, 1) the complex whose (2j + 1) skeleton is S*j+‘/Z,, where Z, acts 
freely on Szi+’ by 
f x (rO9 219 * * * 9 zj)+(&O, 5219 * - * 9 &Jj)* 
Here, 6 is a complex number with 6” = 1 and (to, zl, . . . , Zj) is a unit vector in @+I. Let incl: 
S’ + K(Z,, 1) be the inclusion of the l-skeleton; this is a generator of &(Z,). 
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Proof. It follows from Corollary 3.3.3 and Section 5.4 of [14] that L’(Z,) = 0. (This lemma 
could be proven without appealing to a calculation of the obstruction group, by the methods 
used in the next section to treat a more complicated example. We use Wall’s computation here 
in the interest of brevity.) 
LEMMA 1.6. cT;([S*“‘/Z., incl]) = 0 E L2i+I(Zn). 
Proof. 
Form the 
Let y denote the fibre bundle, 
s’ + P’IZ, + cp’. 
normal map fO: M* X CP’ + S* X CP’. There is a normal cobordism, W, from fO to 
f: N*+*j + S* x C P’, such that f has the following property. If 08’*j is a closed disk in S* x C P’, 
then the restriction of f to f-‘(S* x CP’ - D*+*j is a homotopy equivalence, and f-‘(D*‘*j) is 
either a disk (when j is odd) or the Milnor manifold j&f*‘*’ (when j is even). Let p denote the 
composition W + S* x CP’ x I + CP’. The total space of the pull-back p*y defines a normal 
cobordism from 
c x (identity): M* x (S*“‘/Z,)+ S* x (S”“/Z.) 
to a map f: fl*+(Y+” + S* x (S”“/Z,). The restriction of f to the part of 13 which lies over 
f -‘(S* x CP’ - D*+*$ is a homotopy equivalence. The remainder of 15 lies over f-‘(D*‘*‘), 
where p*y is a trivial bundle. Thus, the restriction of f to this second piece has the form 
M*+*i x sl --, g*+*j x 6~1 
if j is even, or 
D*+*j x S’ --$ D*+*i x S’ 
if j is odd. When j is odd, then, 7 is already a homotopy equivalence, and when j is even we can 
apply Lemma 1.5 to do further surgery on f to get a homotopy equivalence. (Recall that 
M*+*j x S’ + @+*j x S’ defines the same element in L,(Z,) as MS x S’ + D* x S’, by periodi- 
city.) In any case, we can get a homotopy equivalence, so $([S*j”/Z,, incl]) = 0. 
PROPOSITION 1.7. 6: &(Z,)+ L,(Z,) is the zero homomorphism. 
Proof. The bordism elements {[S*“‘/Z., incl]}, j 2 0, are mapped by the Hurewicz 
homomorphism to a generating set of I?,(Z,). The proposition now follows from Lemma 1.4. 
$2. QUATERNION GROUPS 
In this section, we establish the part of Theorem 0.1 which refers to generalized quaternion 
groups. The proof follows the same pattern as the one for Z, in section 1, but the analogue of 
Lemma 1.5 is far more difficult. 
Throughout this section, G will denote the generalized quaternion group of order 4t, t = 2k, 
k 2 1. This group has the presentation 
G = {x, y : x’ = y*, xyx = y}. 
The multiplicative group of unit quaternions contains G as a subgroup. Thus, for j 2 0, there is 
a free action of G on S’j+3 given by 
g x (409 419 - - - 7 4j)+(bVO9$3?1,~ . .9gqj)t 
where (qo. ql, . . . , qj) is a unit vector in quaternion (j + 1) space. We regard S”$“3/G as the 
(4j + 3)-skeleton of K(G, 1). 
LEMMA 2.1. $([S3/G, incl]) = 0 E L3(G). 
In contrast to Lemma 1.5, L3(G) is known to be non-trivial[l4, Thm. 5.2.41. Before 
beginning the proof of Lemma 2.1, we point out some consequences. 
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LEMMA 2.2. Cp([s*j’3/G, incl]) = OE L3(G). 
Proof. There is a fibre bundle, 
S3/G + S4j+3/G + S4i+3/S3 7 
with quaternionic projective space as base. The result follows by using 
same argument as in the proof of Lemma 1.6. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. If G is generalized quatemion, 
phism. 
$: h*(G)+ L,(G) is the zero homomor- 
Proof. We want to apply Lemma 1.4. According to [4, p. 2541, k*(G) is given by 
z203z2 
tin(G) = ZIG, 
0 
n = l(4) 
n = 3(4) 
n=0(2) 
Lemma 2.1 and the 
The bordism elements [S4j’3/G, incl], covered by Lemma 2.2, represent generators for H++,(G). 
Now let a E Hdj+r(G)+ It is easy to see that there is a homomorphism h: Z, + G, with m = $lGl, 
such that a is included in the image of h*: Hdj+r(Z,)+H4j+r(G). Thus, a is represented by a 
manifold with cyclic fundamental group, and we apply Proposition 1.7 to see that 6 vanishes 
for this manifold. This accounts for all of Z%,(G), so the proof is complete, by Lemma 1.4. 
To prove Lemma 2.1, we need to show that the surgery obstruction vanishes for the normal 
map 
M8 x S3/G + S8 x S3/G. 
This is done by explicitly doing surgery in dimension four to make the map highly-connected, 
and then applying a simple criterion for the vanishing of the obstruction, given below in Lemma 
2.4. First, consider a normal map f: A#‘“+’ --f X2kc’, which is already highly-connected. We have 
the following braid diagram of kernel groups with coefficients in Z[a,X]. (See [13, p. 563.) 
\ f ,\r f 
k+,(M) &(aU) 
7 \ If \ 
Kk(u) 04k+‘(My “-\ = 2 
The image of A : &+l(M U)+ &(dU) is the non-standard 
rank j in Kk(aU), which is a free module with basis {e,, e2,. . . 
subkernel, a free submodule of 
, ej, fly f2, . _ . , fj). 
LEMMA 2.4. Suppose {ll,, . . . , 0,) are elements of image A, with 
Bi = $ Ui,& + h bi.Jn, 1 5 i 5 j. 
n=l II=1 
Suppose that the j x j matrix [b,,,], 15 r, s 5 j is inuertibfe. Then {fl,, . . . , 0,) is a basis for the 
non-standard subkemel, and doing surgery on the framed k-spheres which define U will produce 
a homotopy equivalence; thus, the surgery obstruction is zero. 
Proof. That {e,, . . . , 0,) is a basis is obvious. If we do surgery on the spheres defining U, we 
get a new normal map M’ -f+ X which is still highly-connected, but the matrix [b,,,] appears as the 
matrix representative of the homomorphism denoted a in the braid diagram. By exactness, 
&(M’) = Kk+,(M’) = 0, so f’ is a homotopy ~qUk&IICC. 
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The (lengthy) remainder of this section is devoted to the application of Lemma 2.4 to the 
normal map M* X N + SE x N, where N = S3/G. We begin by establishing some notation to 
describe the manifolds ME and N. Recall (see [2] for details) that ME is constructed by 
plumbing, so there are eight embedded four-spheres $C ME, 1 I i I 8, determined by the 
plumbing diagram 
We denote by E(7)i a small, closed tubular neighborhood of $; this is isomorphic to the unit 
tangent disk bundle of St. More explicitly, E(7) = {(u, w): Y, w E R’, lul= 1, ]w] 5 1, u I w}, and 
(u, w)+ u is the bundle projection. The intersection form on H&V*) is given, with respect to 
the basis {S,“}, by 
1 2 1 1 2 1 0 1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 0 L 0 0 1 0 21 0 21 1 0 
0 
2, 
Note that for i# j, S$ fl S$= S;‘i+r n S$+r = 8. 
This brings us to the manifold N. Let A denote Z[G], the integral group ring, and let 
(&, &, . . .) denote the free left A-module having (51, 52, . . .} as a basis. Consider the following 
chain complex over A[4, p. 2531: 
where 
O---+(d)-%(c,c’)--+b,b’)-e4(a)---+O 
a,d = (I- x)c + (1 - xy)c’ 
&c=(l+x+*- - + x’-‘)b -(y + 1)b’ 
&c’ = -(xy + 1)b - (x - 1)b’ 
a,b = (x - 1)a 
ar b’ = (y - 1)~. 
According to [6], there is a G-equivariant cell decomposition of S3 whose cellular chain 
complex is the one given above. (The complex that we use is obtained from the one in [6] by 
trivial modifications.) In this cell complex, each cell is attached by a homeomorphism from its 
boundary. Taking quotients, there is defined a cell decomposition of N with one O-cell, two 
l-cells, two 2-cells, and one 3-cell. We will denote these cells by {6,& 6r, E, c’, a}, and the 
decomposition by #. Note that the 2-skeleton of + is the complex naturally associated to the 
presentation {x, y: xfy-*, x-‘y~-~y-‘}. Moreover, the cells (6, b’, b;, F} form a Klein bottle, 
denoted K. 
We can also consider the free A-complex which is algebraically dual to the chains of I++,: 
where 
(d*) 63, (c*, c*‘) A (b*, b*‘)-% (a*), 
&d* = (1 - x-‘)c* t (1 - y-‘)c*’ 
&c* = (1 + x-’ t - * . t x’+‘)b* - (1 + (xy)-‘)b*’ 
S*P = -(y-l + l)b* -(x-l - l)b*’ 
S,b* = (x-’ - l)a* 
Z&b* = ((xy)-’ - l)a*. 
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A routine geometric argument shows that there is a decomposition I++* of N, consisting of cells -- ---- 
{a*, b*, b*‘, c*, c*‘, d*}, whose associated decomposition of S3 gives the dual complex above. 
The two decompositions of S3 are in general position. For example, the l-cell b in S’ has a 
transverse intersection at one point with the interior of the 2-cell c*, and the intersection 
number is + 1. There are no other intersections of b with the 2-skeleton of S3 corresponding to 
#*. In exactly the same way, b’ is dual to c*‘, c is dual to b*, c’ is dual to b*‘, etc. 
The formal similarity between $ and $* will be useful later, so we need to make this 
similarity precise. Let A: G +G be the group automorphism defined by A(x) = x-‘, A(y) = 
(xy)-‘. If M is a G -module, define the new G-module MA by setting MA = M as abelian groups 
and g * mA = A(g) * m. We can do this construction just as well with a G-complex. The 
following result is clear by inspection. 
LEMMA 2.5. .Let 4 and I+? denote the G-free chain complexes associated to 4 and $*, 
respectively. Then &A = $*, by the map which sends a to a*, b to b*, etc. 
In other words, 1,8 and 1,6* differ only by a renaming of the group elements. There is a cellular ---- 
homeomorphism of N which sends the decomposition JI to +*. The cells {a*, b*, b*‘, c*‘} form 
a Klein bottle K* C N. Thus, in S3 there are two G-invariant tori, k and R*. The elements 
{ e, x, x2,. . . ,x2’-’ } act in an orientation-preserving way on these tori, while {y, xy, . . . , x2’-‘y} 
reverse orientations and exchange the “inner” and “outer” solid tori determined by E and K*. 
Now we need to define co-ordinate charts around the I-skeleta of 4 and #*. The procedure 
given below applies to both decompositions, although full details are given only for 4. 
Let I = [- 1,1] with the usual orientation: al = (1) U -{- 1). Let % be a chart in N with the 
following properties: 
(2.6) (1) 91 = I X I X 1, i = (0, 0,O); 
(2) K n % =(0)x 1 x I; 
(3) 6rw ={o}xIx{o} 
&me ={o}x{o}x~; 
(4) The equalities in (1) and (3) above preserve orientation. 
We will think of ‘91 as a subset of N, although for convenience we will use the notation 
%(tr, f2, t3), as in Fig. 1, as if % were an embedding I x I x I --, N. 
Fig. 1. 
Denote by ‘II& the lifting of Q to a chart in S3 about the point ga, where g E G. There are 4t 
such charts, and they are pair-wise disjoint. 
Since 6C N is a circle, the part of 6 that is outside Q, b’- ‘44 is an interval. Similarly, 6’ - Q 
is an interval. We need to frame these intervals in N. Therefore, let V and W be charts in N 
satisfying: 
(2.7) (1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
s’=IxIxI, w-IxIxI; 
(0) x (0) x I in ‘V parametrizes, with orientation, 6- Q, while (0) X (0) X I in W 
parametrizes P - ‘91; 
In both 5/ and W, (0) x I x I is a framing of (0) X (0) X I within the Klein bottle K; 
‘Y and W intersect Q as shown in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2. 
Note that the normal bundle of g gets twisted going around through W. This happens 
because b, represents the element y E {x, y:‘xyx = y} = rITIK, so 7;; cannot be framed in K. 
We need one more system of notation. Let =‘yg denote the intersection of the 2-cell c with 
&!& in S3. This is empty unless g E {e, x, x2,. . . ,I’, y}, in which case C7g is a line segment in 
~3%~ whose endpoints are two distinct elements of {%JO, 1, I), %JO, 1, - I), %JO, - 1, l), 
%JO, - 1, - 1)). Since (interior c) n (interior c’) = 8, ryg contains no point of the form (0, CZ, f3), 
except as endpoints. (When no confusion will result, we denote sl,(t,, t2, t3 simply as (tl, f2, t3.) 
Similarly, let C,yg denote c’ fl #I!&. This is empty unless g E {e, x, y, xy}. All points in COyB have 
sl, co-ordinates of the form (0, f2, t3), since c’ c K. For example, EP~P is illustrated in Fig. 3. 
X-16 
4k 
6’ 
b 
* 
y-lb’ 
1 
Fig. 3. 
Now we follow an identical procedure for the l-skeleton of #*, obtaining charts ‘%*, ‘P, 
and W* in IV. Figures 1 and 2 remain accurate if a * is affixed throughout. We can assume that 
(au”vuwqn(%*uSr*uSy*)=0. Define c*yB = c* fl a%f and C8nrg = c*’ ft 8%:. These line 
segments have the same properties of =ys and el’yP respectively, except that they are non-empty 
for different values of g. 
There is one more technicality to record before proceeding with surgery on M* X N. Let 
+%* = {(tt, f2, ts) E 4?&: t, 2 0) and -(I& = {(t,, f2, t3) E 4!&: tt s 0). 
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LEMMA 2.8. =yn c +??.lg for g E {e, x, x2,. . . , x’}, and CyY C -aY. Similarly. roan C +a: for 
g E {e, x-‘, x-*, . . . , x’} and c*~(xy)-l C -%&,,-1. 
Proof. These statements can be checked easily by just referring to the maps in the chain 
complexes and the properties of % and %*, (2.6). 
Finally, we are ready to consider the normal map MB x N-, S8 x N. Reference to the 
covering bundle map will be suppressed; however, all constructions will be shown to preserve 
the normal cobordism class. Homology kernels will be understood to have coefficients in 
A = Z[G]. 
Recall that we have St C MS, i E {1,2, . . . ,8}, generating &(M’; 2). Let MO denote M8 x N. 
Then Ki(Mo) = 0 for i I 3 and &(Mo) = 82. Define oai = S4 C MO for i E {l, 2,. . . ,8} by 
ofli=S:‘XaCMo for i odd, and 
@i=S~Xa*CMo for i even. 
This gives disjoint embeddings of S4 that generate K4(Mo). These embedded 4-spheres must 
now be framed. 
Fix a bundle equivalence 8: E(T) x I + S4 X Ds with the following properties: 
(2.9) (1) 8[(u, W) x 0] = v x w E S4 x D’; 
(2) zp[(V, 0) X t] = u X tu E s4 X D5. 
(Here, 0 denotes the center of D’.) The proof that such an equivalence exists is easy, and we 
omit it. 
Now define a framing for oai by setting 
Ui = E(T)i x 91 for i odd, 
Ui = E(T); X %* for i even, 
and making the identification E(T) x (I x I x I) = (E(T) x I) x I x ZzzdS4 x D5 x I x 1. Let M, = 
MO-Uoi. For iE{l,2,... ,8}, let Hi = D’X d(D’XIXI)= D5XS6. Define M2 to be 
i 
MI ucs~xs6j {Hi}. In the universal cover of M2, Hi lifts to 4t disjoint copies of DS x S6. These are 
denot;d Hi,g for g E G, and we have a(Hi,g) = d(E(T)i X ‘4!lg) for i odd and a(Hi,) = 
d(E(T)i X %t) for i even. 
LEMMA 2.10. M2 is normally cobordant to MO. Moreover, Ki(M2) = 0 for i I: 4, so M2 is 
highly-connected. 
Proof. Obviously, Mz is obtained by surgery on generators of K4(Mo). Thus, the only part of 
the lemma that requires proof is that the trace of the surgery is a normal cobordism. This is not 
automatic because St was framed without reference to the covering bundle map. However, 
since St is below the middle dimension, there is certainly some framing on St which defines a 
normal cobordism. Homotopically, the difference between this framing and the one given 
above, after stabilizing by the framing of the normal bundle of MO, is an element of 7r4(SO). 
Since this group is trivial, the two framings are stably equivalent. One of the framings was 
chosen because it allowed an extension of the covering bundle map over MO to the trace of the 
surgery, but any framing that is stably equivalent must have this property as well. Thus, our 
original framing must be suitable for defining a normal cobordism. 
Let & denote the augmentation ideal of A; i.e. d is the kernel of the map A+ 2 given by 
Cn,g+Cn,. 
LEMMA 2.11. &(M2) = 8d. 
Proof. Let Y denote the trace of the surgeries on f!$“} C MO. Since these surgeries are below 
the middle dimension, KS(&) = Ks( Y). ,On the other hand, since K5(Mo) = 0, K,(Y) is just the 
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sum of the kernels of the maps Hd(Si4) + J&(&Q. Of course, &(S?) = A and each St represents 
a generator of one summand of K.&,) = 82. Thus, for each i, H4($)+K4(A4~) has .vZ as 
kernel, so KS(Y) = 84, as required. 
Note that if g,, g2 E G generate G, then the elements (g, - 1) and (g2 - 1) generate d as a 
A-module. 
Now we construct framed 5-spheres that generate KS(M2). In M1 we have the submanifolds: 
$x(b-%)and $x(b’-a), i odd; 
- 
Si” x (b* - %*) and SF x (b*’ - %*), i even. 
These submanifolds have tubular neighborhoods: 
E(r)i x Sr and E(r)i x W, i odd; 
E(r)i x “yr and E(T)i x W*, i even. 
We use 8 as before to make identifications: E(T)i X y = E(r)i x (I X 1 x 1) = S4 x D5 x 1 X 1, 
etc. Let us restrict our attention now to E(T), x “v: Via 8, this is an embedding of S4 x I, with a 
framing, in A4,. The boundary of this S4 x I lies in aH, = Sk4 x a(@ x I x I), and it consists of 
Sr4 x (0, + 1,O). Define a 5-sphere in M2 as follows: 
B,=S~x(b-%)U~X(0,-1,0)UD5x(0,1,0), 
where Ds x (0, + 1,0) C Hi. Moreover, the framing on S14 x (b - %) extends naturally to B1 by 
simply extending the induced framing of Si4 x (0, + 1,O) C St4 x a@ x I x I) = aH, to Ds x 
(0, + 1,O) C HI. Give B, the orientation that agrees with the product orientation of S14 x (b - %). 
Since the l-cell b represented the element x E lr,N = lr,Mz = G, the sphere B1 represents 
(x - 1) in J$ c 8~? = Ks(M2). The same construction applied to S14 x (F - %) produces a framed 
5-sphere, Bi, which represents (y - 1) E A!. Thus, we have framed generators for the summand 
d in KS(&) that arose from surgery on ol. 
Now define B2 to be the sphere produced by the same method using S,” x (b* - %*) and Bi 
to be the result of using S,” x (b*‘- %*). Since b* and b*’ represent x-’ and (xy)-‘, respec- 
tively, in 7rJf2, B2 and Bi represent (x-l - 1) and ((xy)-’ - 1) in the summand SB of KS(&) that 
arose from surgery on oz. Thus, B2 and B$ generate this summand. 
We continue in this way to arrive at framed 5-spheres Bi and B{ for i E {1,2, . . . ,8}. These 
are all disjoint since the interiors of the l-cells of $ and $* do not meet. The sixteen framed 
5-spheres thus obtained are a generating set of KS(M2). We do not perform surgery im- 
mediately; instead, we apply the techniques of Chapter 6 of [13]. To do this, we need to know 
that surgery on Bi and B: is legitimate, i.e., gives a normal cobordism. 
LEMMA 2.12. Surgery on Bi and B{ gives a normal cobordism. 
Proof. The argument that proved Lemma 2.10 works here as well, since ?rs(SG) = 0. 
In the universal cover of M2, each 5-sphere lifts to 4t disjoint 5-spheres, each associated to 
some l-cell of $ or $*. Thus, we use the notation Bi, and B{, for i E {1,2,. . . ,8} and g E G. 
For example, B,, is a S-sphere in M2 which is constructed from SIX (the l-cell xb). 
Denote by U the union of the framed tubular neighborhoods of {Bi} and {B::). There is a 
canonical basis for Hs(XJ). For a(Bi x D6) C iW, we have H5(Bi X S’) generated by [Bi] and 
[S’]. We refer to these classes as eBi and fBi, respectively. Similarly, we have eB{ and fB:. Now 
fix the following ordered basis for H,(aU): 
{eB,, eB2,. . . , eBs, eBi, eBi, . . . , eB&fB,,fB2,. . . ,fBs,fBi,fB$, . . . ,f&}. 
Of course, this is the standard kernel. The elements {eB,, . . . , eBs, eBi, . . . , eB&}, under the 
inclusion map, form a basis for Hs( U). The standard subkernel is just the submodule generated 
byCfBI,...,fBs,fBi,...,fB;}. 
Now we geometrically construct elements in &(i&, U) = &(MZ - U, dU), the non-stan- 
dard subkernel, and evaluate their images in Ks(aU) = H,(aU). We continue the practice of 
combining St with the cells of 1,9 when i is odd, and with the cells of t+P when i is even. 
We begin with the cells c’ and c*’ in S3. The first of these is illustrated in Fig. 4. 
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Let c_’ denote c’ - (U eg). This is again a 2-cell. Similarly, c_*’ denotes c*’ - (U %z)_ For 
i E { 1,3,5,7}, consider tt X c_‘. This is a submanifold of Mi C A&. We have ($ x L’) 17 Hi.8 = 
(S: x C,‘) fl dH& = S,” X c’yg Recall that we have explicit co-ordinates in Hi.g = 
D’ x a(@ x I x I). Now, for g E {e, X, y, xy}, let ((u, 0), t,, tZ, t3) E E(T)i x iMg be an element of 
St x c,yr Then t, = 0 and 8((u, 0), 0, tz, t3) = (u, 0, t2, t3) E S4 x a(@ x I x I) = aI&. Therefore, 
in Hi,, there is an embedded 0s x I consisting of {(r~, 0, t2, t3) E II5 x a(D’ x I x I): 0 5 r I 1 and 
(u, 0, tZ, t3) E S? x cq,}. Now define, for i E { 1,3,5,7}, 
C: = (St X C,‘) U {(IV, 0, t29 ts) E H&I 
g E {e, x, y, xy), 0 5 r 5 1, (14 0, f2, f3) E S,” X c~~gl. 
Give C: the orientation that agrees with the product orientation of SF x c_‘. 
LEMMA 2.13. The oriented boundary of the 6-manifold C{, i odd, is precisely the disjoint union 
of Bi,, (- Bi.xy), (-I?:,), and (- Bi,,). Moreover, C: is disjoint from all other Bj,g and Bi,, except 
that it has transverse intersections of one point with each Bie such that k and i are joined in the 
plumbing graph. These intersections have intersection number + 1. 
Proof. The endpoints of =,yg are among the points (0, 0, l), (0, 0, - l), (0, 1, 0), (0, - 1,O) in 
sl, = Z x I x I. Thus, when we attach 0s X I to SF x =,yg in the handle Hia, the two disks 
Ds x aI C 0s x I coincide with the disks that are attached to form the Bi, and B:,. This, along 
with the information contained in Fig. 4, proves the first assertion. The remainder of the lemma 
follows trivially from the following facts: 
(1) The cell c_’ intersects a l-cell in S3 only if that l-cell is part of the boundary of c’, or if 
that I-cell is b*‘. In the latter case, the intersection is transverse with intersection number + 1, 
by construction. 
(2) Sf and S,“, i# k, intersection M* if and only if i and k are jointed in the plumbing graph. 
In this case the intersection is one point, with intersection number + 1. 
For i E (2, 4, 6, 8}, we define C: in the same way, substituting c*’ for c_‘. Thus, for i even, 
C{=(StX C,*‘)U{(W,O, t2, t3)E Hig: 
g E {e, x-‘, y-‘(xy)-‘}, 0 5 r 5 1, (u, 0, f2, t3) E SF X P,.~J. 
Note that the relevant values of g have changed. 
The analog of Lemma 2.13, for i even, is 
LEMMA 2.14. The oriented boundary of C:, i E {2,4,6,8}, is the disjoint union of BI,, 
(- Bi,y-I), (-&,-I), and (- Bi,e). Moreouer, C: is disjoint from all other Bja and Bi&, except that 
it has transverse intersections of one point with each B L,, such that k and i are joined in the 
plumbing graph. These intersections have intersection number + 1. 
Proof. Identical to the proof of Lemma 2.13. 
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Now let 9’ be one of the 5-spheres in Xi. For each normal disk s x D6 C Yx D6, we can 
assume that s x D6 fl C: is a radius of s x D6. Thus, by pushing along the inward normal, C: 
defines a section of the normal sphere bundle of 9’. 
LEMMA 2.15. The section obtained, as above, of the normal sphere bundle to YC K: is the 
constant section; i.e., the section Y+ 9’ x S5 has the form s + (s, x0) for some x0 E S’. 
Proof. This is true by construction. Using 8 to give the framings Y x (D’ x I), it can be 
easilyverified that x0 is either (0,l) or (0, - 1) in a(D’ x I) = S’, depending on which component 
of JC: is considered. 
In general, let Sf5 + Sfs x S,‘+ S,’ be the trivial bundle, and let s: S,’ + St x S,’ be a section. 
Let k be the degree of the composition S,’ -S, Sfs x S,’ 5 Sfs. We call this the “normal degree” 
of the section. The image s(Sz) then represents the element [S,‘] + k[Sf] in H5(Sfs x Sps). We 
apply this now to arrive at some elements in the non-standard subkernel. 
The manifolds C: obviously represent elements in &(&, U). We need to determine the 
corresponding elements in K&U). Consider Ci - int fi C A& - int 0. The boundary of C; - 
int 0 consists of five disjoint %pheres, each of which is contained in ar% Four of these arise 
from the sections defined by C; over aC; = BI,, U (-B’,) U (-B;,) U (- BQ). The fifth arises 
from the transverse intersection of C; with B$,e and is, therefore, equal to the boundary of a 
fibre in the framed tubular neighborhood of B&. (Of course, the reason that Bi,e occurs is that 
S,’ (7 S,” = one point; i.e., 1 and 2 are connected in the plumbing graph.) Since each of the four 
sections in question is constant, we have determined the following element in H4aU): 
0, = a(C; - int 0) = - (1 + xy)eB’ + (1 - x)eB; + fB$. Naturally, @, is an element of the non- 
standard subkernel, the image of the injection 8 : &(& - int U, au)+ K,(aU). 
The element a3 is obtained from C; in a similar way. In this case, there are two transverse 
intersections, one with B& and one with Bi,, since 3 meets 2 and 4 in the plumbing graph. the 
boundary components of C; are treated exactly as with C;. Thus, we obtain Qj = 
a(C$ - int 0) = - (1 + xy)eB3 + (1 - x)eB; + fB$ + fB& Having established the method, it is easy 
to verify that (I$ = -(l+xy)e&+(l-x)eB;+fBi-t-fBL+fBA and @,= 
-(ltxy)eBTt(l-x)eB+tfB& 
For i even, we produce @i in exactly the same way. The manifold Ci, for example, has as its 
boundary the union B$,e U (- B2,,.-l) U (-B&I) U (-B&. It has transverse intersections with 
B;,, and B&, since 2 meets 1 and 3 in the plumbing graph. This determines the element 
@2 = - (1 + y-‘)eB2 t (1 - x-‘)eBi t fB; t fB$ The values of @‘4, (P6, and @S are determined 
similarly. We list below the elements obtained thus far in the non-standard subkernel. 
(2.16) a’=-(l+xy)eB’t(l-x)eB;+fB$ 
a*=-(lty-‘)e&t(l-x-‘)eBi+fB;+fB$ 
@=-(1+xy)eB3t(1-x)eB$tfBitfB; 
a,=-(l+y-‘)eB4t(1-x-‘)eB;tfB;+fB; 
@,=-(1+xy)eB5t(1-x)eB;tfB;tfB;+fBi 
@,=-(lty-‘)eB6+(1-x-*)eB;tfB;+fB; 
@Y = - (1 t xy)eB, + (1 - x)eB$ t fB& 
@pi = - ( I + y-‘)eBs t (1 - x-‘)eBi t fZ3;. 
To obtain the remainder of the non-standard subkernel, we go through the same program as 
above, using the 2-cells c and c *. This is more complicated than the previous case because 
these cells intersect aoY1, or a%; in line segments, =yg or =*yg, which consist (except for 
endpoints) of points of the form (t,, t2, ts) in %* or %z (= I x I x I) with tl f 0. 
Define c_ C S3 to be c - (U 4?&). This 2-cell is illustrated in Fig. 5. 
Let A,: I -+ a%&e a paraktetrization of the interval cyg Write AJt) = (A,‘(t), At(t), A:(t)) E 
a(1 x I x I). The following properties of A, are obvious: 
(2.17) (1) A,(l) and AgC- 1) E WA LO), (0, - 1, Oh (O,O, 11, f&O, - 1)); 
(2) Ag’(t) # 0 for - 1 < t < 1. 
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We also assume that A, preserves orientation, where cyg is oriented as part of ac. According to 
Lemma 2.8, Fig. 6 is an accurate illustration of_cy, 
Now consider, for i E {1,3,5,7}, SF x c_ C M, C A&. We will construct the manifolds Ci by 
adding 0s x I to St x c_ along SF X EyB in Hi,p The boundary of Ci will be 
Bi,e U BiJ U BiJ2 U m . v U BiJtel U (- Bf,y) U (- B:,)* 
We will then consider two questions: 
(1) What is the “normal degree” of the sections of the framed normal sphere bundles of the 
components of Xi determined by pushing inward along Ci? 
(2) What transverse intersections does Ci have with the various Bj,g and I?;,? 
By adding the copies of 0s x I in the proper way, we will arrange for all sections to have 
normal degree zero. However, in attaching 0’ x I, we will be forced to introduce some 
transverse intersections of a type which did not appear in the construction of the manifolds C:. 
Let i be a fixed element of (1,3,5,7}. Consider the embedding Pi: Z?x I+ d(Hi,,), for 
gE{e,x,x2 ,*.., x’, y}, defined by the composition 
(~,~)~((~~O),A~(~))E~[E(~)~X~~]~(O,A~(~)U,A~(~),A~(~))ES~X~(DS~~~~). 
We need to construct extensions Kg: d X I + Hi,, = @ X a(@ X 1 x I). Of course, there is a 
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natural extension in the first factor of Hi,g given by p&w, t) = (w, ?, ?, ?) for w E IIs. Hence, we 
need only construct an extension of p2 0 P,~: S5 x I+ aH,,4 a(@ x I x I). 
The properties of A, (2.17) imply 
(1) p2 0 pg(S4 x 1) is a constant contained in ((0, 1, 0), (0, - 1, O), (0, 0, l), (0.0, - l)}, and 
similarly for p2 0 pp(S4 X - 1); 
(2) p2 0 clg(S4 x t) is an embedding into a(@ x I x I), for - 1 < t < 1. 
For all w ED’, set p20cL8(w x 1) = the constant p2 0 pg(S4 X 1); set p2 0 p&w X - 1) = the 
constant p2 0 pn(S4x - 1). Obviously, these are the values we must have on D5 x aI if the 
boundary of Ci is to be what we want. 
Now we need to consider p2 0 pg for particular values of g. First, it will be useful to have a 
diagram of a(@ x I x I). This diagram (Fig. 7) is obtained from Fig. 2, using 8 to combine %g 
with the normal fibres of $ in M8. 
Y Y 
I 
Fig. 7. 
The points in Fig. 7 labeled “(0,l) E (0’ x 1)“” refer to co-ordinates in a fibre of the normal 
bundle of some Bi,, or I&. Recall that these co-ordinates, giving the framing of the various 
j-spheres, are established using 8 and the charts V and ‘MC 
Now we consider individual values of g E {e, x, x2, . . . , x’, y}. 
Case 1. g = y. From Fig. 6, we can now see the image of p2 0 CL,, in a(D’ x I x I). This is 
shown in Fig. 8. 
I 1 
D5 
tg 
(0.0.1) = / 
P&(s4x-I) 
I 
Fig. 8. 
We have already defined p2 0 L on d x 2 1. Note that Ds x - 1, thus embedded in Hkyr 
becomes a hemisphere of B&, while 0s x 1 becomes a hemisphere of Bb, (see Fig. 5). Hence, - 
p2 Q pY is defined on (S” x I) U (d x 81) = d(ti x I). The image (Fig. 8) is essentially an equator 
of C@ X I X I). In extending this to all of 0s x 1, there are two possibilities: extending the 
image to the right-hand hemisphere of a@ x I x I), as drawn in Fig. 8, or to the left-hand 
hemisphere. We choose the right-hand hemisphere; i.e., the one containing the point (0, 1,O). 
This extension, which defines p2 0 zY on D5 x I, is illustrated in Fig. 9. The dotted lines indicate 
p2 0 &I)s X 2) for several values of t E (- 1,l). 
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Before moving on to 
Fig. 9. 
map we want, KY: Ds X I + Hi,y. 
Case 2, we make two important observations regarding normal degree - 
and transverse intersection. Looking at Figs. 7 and 9, we see that the extension p2 0 pp touches 
the point (0, 1) in the normal fibres to &DS x 1) = hemisphere of B& but omits the point 
(0, - 1) in each of these fibres. Thus, the normal section over this hemisphere of Bb, will omit 
the point (0, - 1) from its image. Similarly, the extension touches the point (0, - 1) in the normal 
fibres to E(D5 x - 1) = hemisphere of B:,,, but omits (0,l). The sphere Bi, is composed of three 
parts: the hemisphere in Hi,v, the set St x (b’ - U sl,), and the hemisphere in Hi,,. We have just 
shown that the normal section omits (0, - 1) in tie first of these parts& also omits (0, - 1) in the 
second part, because this point in the normal fibre to this part of Bi,e is occupied by some 
translate of the manifold SF x c’, and c n (interior c’) = 0. In Case 2, where we will fill in D5 x I 
in Hi,,, the normal section over the third part of B:,e will be determined. If we can assure that 
(0, - 1) is omitted over this hemisphere, it means that the normal section over all of B:,e omits 
(0, -I), and therefore has normal degree zero. In fact, this will determine the choice of 
extension of p 2 0 pe in Case 2. 
The second observation is that the extension p2 0 G assumes the value (0, 1,O)E 
d(D’ x I x I). Actually, it is clear that p2 0 &w, t) = (0, 1,O) for some unique w E D5 and 
t E (- 1,l). This means that there will be a transverse intersection of C’i with the sphere Bi,,. By 
uniqueness of (w, t) above, the intersection is one point; it is transverse because any small 
deformation of the extension FY will still have such an intersection. The sphere Bi,, occurs 
because the decomposition (Ir looks like 
yb’ 
yx-‘b .+, yb 
6’ 
at the point ya. The sign of this intersection, + 1 or - 1, will be denoted E,. We will not need to 
determine the exact value. 
Case 2. g = e. The image of p2 0 pe is given in Fig. 10. 
-p,. 
Fig. 10. 
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As before, we have divided 8(D5 x I X I) into two halves, each of which gives an extension 
of p2 0 jam We want to choose the one that causes (0, - 1) to be omitted by the normal section 
over &I5 x - 1) = hemisphere of B& Referring to Fig. 7, this means that we should fill in the 
hemisphere of a(D5 x I x I) that contains the two points, (0, - 1,O) and (O,O, - 1). Since the 
decomposition # is 
b’ 
y-lb’ 
at the point a, this means we produce transverse intersections of (interior p,(D5 x I)) with Bi.,-1 
and B:,y-l. Let e2 denote the sign of the first of these; we can ignore the sign of the second. 
Note that over Fe(D5 x 1) = hemisphere of Bi,,, the normal section assumes the value (0,l) and 
omits (0, - 1). Hence, we will choose our next extension so that (0, - 1) is omitted over the other 
hemisphere of B,,. 
Case 3. gE{x,x’,... ,x*-‘}. We do these simultaneously. Figure 11 shows the image of 
P2 Cl pg. 
I 
, \ 
We define p2 0 E by extending to the lower part of d(D5 x I x I), i.e., the part containing the 
Fig. 11. 
point (0, 0, - 1). This insures that (0, - 1) is omitted by the normal sections over the spheres Bi+e, 
Bi.,, BiJ2, * * . 7 Bi,xl-2. We introduce transverse intersections, whose signs we ignore, with 
B&I, B&-I,. . . , B&l,-1. 
Looking at g = xt-‘, we see that (0, - 1) is omitted by the normal section over p,f-~(D’ x 1) = 
hemisphere of BiJl-1. 
Case 4. g = x’. The image of p2 0 pX’ is given in Fig. 12. 
We define p2 0 E by extending to the half of a(D5 x I x I) that does not contain the points 
(0, 1,0) and (0.0, 1). Thus, no transverse intersections are introduced in the handle Hi,xl. Over 
L4D5 x - 1) = hemisphere of Bisr-1, the value (0, - 1) is omitted, so the section over BiJf-1 has 
Fig. 12. 
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normal degree zero. Over pXI(D5 x 1) = hemisphere of B:,,, the value (0, - 1) is assumed and 
(0,l) is omitted. This was also the case with the other hemisphere of B:,,, which was treated in 
Case 1. Thus, the section over Bi,, has normal degree zero. 
Now, of course, we define Ci = ($x c,) U ({L&D’ X I)}), for i E {1,3,5,7}. We know the 
boundary of Cir and we know that the section over each boundary component has normal 
degree zero. In addition to the transverse intersections in {F&D5 X I)}, there are the expected 
intersections that arise, as in the case of C:, from connections in the plumbing graph. This is the 
only aspect in which the actual value of i E { 1,3,5,7} makes a difference. We summarize all the 
information in Cases l-4 in 
LEMMA 2.17. For i E {1,3,5,7}, 
aCi = Bi,e U Bi,x U Biy2 U . . . U Bi.,r-1 U (-B:,,) U (- B:,J. 
The normal section over each boundary component has normal degree zero. There are transverse 
intersections, each with one point, of Ci with Bi,y (where the sign is E,), Bi,,-1 (where the sign is 
Q), and &I, B+, . . . , B~p,-~ (whose signs we ignore). Further, there are transverse 
intersections with Bk,e, where i and k are jointed in the plumbing graph. These intersections are 
also single points and have intersection number + 1. There are no other spheres Bj,g or B;.p 
meeting Ci. 
Proof. Only the last three sentences Tequire any comment. However, these statements 
follow trivially from the fact that the cell c in S3 meets a l-cell of I,% or $* only if that l-cell is 
part of dc or if that l-cell is b*. In the latter case, the intersection is one point with index + 1. 
Now we need to define the manifolds Cj for i E {2,4,6,8}. However, we can avoid having to 
duplicate the very lengthy procedure given above by using Lemma 2.5. The fact that there is a 
homeomorphism of N which takes (br to $* means that the procedure for constructing Codd 
applies simultaneously to C,,,,, by starting with S:,,,, x c_* and filling in the various copies of 
D5 X I. Lemma 2.5 implies that the results will be identical, except for the appearance of the 
automorphism A: G * G. (We also need Lemma 2.8 to insure that the signs of the intersections 
are the same.) Defining C even in this way, we get the following analogue of Lemma 2.17. 
LEMMA 2.18. For i E {2,4,6,8}, 
aC; = Bi,, U Bi,x-1 U Bi,x-2 U . . . U Bi.,-r+l U (- BZ(X~)-I) U (- B:,,). 
The normal section over each boundary component has normal degree zero. There are transverse 
intersections, each with one point, of Ci with Bi,(xy)- 1(where the sign is E ]), Bi,x (where the sign is 
eZ), and B:,,, Bi,,, B:,-I,, . . . , B{J-~+~y (whose signs we ignore). Further, there are transverse 
intersections with Bk,e, where i and k are joined in the plumbing graph. These intersections are 
also single points and have intersection number + 1. 
Now we can easily read off more elements in the non-standard subkernel. Define vi = 
a(Ci - int 0) C afi. (The size of the fibres of U may have to be reduced to insure that aU cuts 
Ci properly; this is not a problem.) We also denote by vi the corresponding element of K,(aU). 
As in the case of C:, the boundary of Ci determines the coefficients of eBi and eB:, while 
transverse intersections determine the coefficients of fBi and fB:. Transverse intersections 
arising from connections in the plumbing graph are treated exactly as in the case of C: (see 
2.16). 
All the information necessary for computing vi E K5(aU) is contained in Lemma 2.17 and 
2.18. We list below the values of vi. In this table, we use r and s to denote elements of A whose 
exact value is unimportant; we let x = (1 + x + * * * + x’-‘) and x-’ = (1 + x-’ + . . . + x-‘+‘I. 
(2.19) vl =xeB,--(1 +y)eB;+(ely+E2x-‘)fB,+ rfBI +fB, 
lJ2 = x -‘eBz - (1 + (xy)-‘)e& + (e,(xy)-’ + ??zx)fB2 + sfB$ + fB, + fB3 
v3= xeB,-(1+y)eB;+(e,y+42x-‘)fB3+rfB;+fBZ+fB4 
v4 = x-‘eB4 - (1 + (xy)-‘)eBA + (e,(xy)-’ + ??zx)fB4 + sfB; + fB3 + fB5 
vs=xeBs-(l+y)eB;+(eIy+eZx-‘)fB5+rfB;+fB4+fB6+fB8 
t% = x-‘eB6- (1 + (xy)-‘)eBA + (e,(xy)-’ + ??zx)fB6 + sfBL + fBs + fB7 
v7 = XeB, - (1 + y)eB; + (e,y + e2x-‘)fB7 + rfB; + fB6 
v8 = x -‘eB8 - (1 + (xy))‘)eB;1+ (e,(xy)-’ + e2x)fB8 + sfBS + fB5 
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We are almost ready to define the elements (0,) required by Lemma 2.4. First, for 
i E {1,3,5,7}, consider the 6-sphere, Si” = 0 X G’(D’ X I x I) C II5 x a(@ x I x I) = Hi.ea This is 
essentially the space in Fig. 7. Since the decomposition $ at the point a is given by 
b’ 
x-lb 
+ 
b 
a 
y-lb’ 
it is clear from the construction that St has transverse intersections of one point each with Bi,,, 
B:,e, Bby-l and Bis-1. We can orient $ so that these four intersection numbers are + 1, + 1, - 1, 
- 1, respectively. No other Bia or Bia intersects SF. The element of K&Q determined by SF 
can be mapped into K6(M2, U) = K,(M, - int U, au), and then into K,(XJ), where it is part of 
the non-standard subkernel. From the facts given above, it is easy to see that this element, 
denoted pi, is given by a($ - int 0) = (1 - X-‘)fBi + (I- y -')fB:. 
For i E {2,4,6,8}, we go through the same procedure using $*. At a*, I,+* is given by 
b*’ 
xb* 
t 
I 
b* 
a* 
xyb*’ 
So if ST = 0 x a(D’ x I x I) C Hi-e for i E {2,4,6,8}, define 
pi = a($- int 0) = (1 - X)fBi + (I- ~y)fB:. 
Finally, we define (0,). Set 
Bi=Vi+e& iE{1,3,5,7} 
fli = Vi + (~2 - El(Xy)-‘)pi i E {2,4,6,8} 
@i = @i-s (see 2.16) i E (9, IO,. . . , 16). 
Combining 2.16,2.19, and the values of pi, we can get an expression for each 0, of the form 
f3i = x aijeBj + 2 a$eBi + 2 BijfBj + 2 PiifS). 
J i i i 
We will not list (0,) in this form because we are interested only in the coefficients @;j and /3ii. 
They are found simply by multiplying out the expressions for 8i. We omit this calculation and 
display the results, as required by Lemma 2.4, In the form 
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For convenience, we set h, = ??Iy + ~2 and h2 = E~Y-’ + ~2. 
hl 1000000 
1 h2 100000 
0 1 h, 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 h2 1 0 0 0 (*) 
0 0 0 1 h, 1 0 I 
0 0 0 0 1 h2 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 h, 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 h2 
01000000 
10100000 
01010000 0 00010101 1010 0
, 
i 
00001010 
00001000 01
B 
Regardless of the value of (*), the invertibility of /3 is equivalent to the invertibility of the 
upper left-hand corner. Notice that all entries of this corner lie in the ring Z[subgroup generated 
by y] = Z[&], which is commutative. 
LEMMA 2.20. Let A denote the matrix in the upper left-hand comer of /3, and assume that h, 
and h2 are in some commutative ring. Let H = hlh2. Then the determinant of A is given by 
1 + H(H - l)(H - 2)(H - 4). 
Proof. Straightforward computation. 
In our case, H = (E,Y + E~)(E,~-’ + ??2) = 2 + ??Ie2(y + y-‘). We have 
H(H - l)(H - 2)(H - 4) = (2 + e(y + y-I))(1 + r(y + y-‘))(e(y + y-9)(-2 + ??(y + y-l)), 
(where e = ??,e2) = ((y + Y-‘)~ - 4)((y + y-l)2 + r(y + y-l)) 
= (y2+ y-2) - 2)(2 + y* + y-2 + E(Y + y-l)) 
= (2y2 - 2)(2 + 2y2 + Ey + ??y3) 
(since y4 = e) 
= 4y2 + 4y4 + 2EY3 + 2eys - 4 - 4y2 - 2Ey - 24y3 
= (4y4 - 4) + (2ey5 - 2ey) 
= 0. 
Therefore, the determinant of the upper left-hand corner of /3 is 1. This implies that B is 
invertible, so the hypotheses of Lemma 2.4 are satisfied. This proves, finally, Lemma 2.1 and 
establishes Theorem 0.1 for quaternion groups. 
43. ARELIAh’ GROUPS 
The proof of Theorem 0.1 is completed in this section. We need to show that 4: a*(G)-+ 
L,(G) is trivial if the Sylow 2-subgroup of G is abelian. According to Theorem 1.2, it is 
sufficient to let G be an abelian 2-group. 
I am grateful to John Morgan for correcting an error in an earlier version of the argument 
below. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. If G is an abefian 2-group, (4: hi,(G)+ L*(G) is the zero homomorphism. 
Proof. Using Lemma 1.4, we must compute p([Ni, fi]) for bordism elements [Ni, fi] E l=&(G) 
which represent generators of k,(G). Since the proposition is already known for cyclic groups, 
we write G = G’ x Z. with n a power of 2, and proceed inductively. Consider the Kiinneth 
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formula for G’ x 2,: 
Elements of Hi(G’)@ Hj(Z,) are represented by bordism elements of the form N,’ x 
f,xfz 
Nzl - K(G’, 1) x K(Z,, 1). Since we assume k > 0, at least one of i and j must be positive. 
If i > 0, then the inductive hypothesis implies that M* X N,‘+ S8 x N,’ has zero surgery 
obstruction, so the same is true of M* x N,' x NIi+ S8 x N,’ x N2! The argument is the same if 
j > 0. This takes care of the left-hand term in the Ktinneth sequence. 
For the right-hand term, we use the theory of Zk-manifolds, as given in [IO] or [12]. Take 
some splitting of the Kiinneth sequence and regard Hi(G’) * Hj(Z,) as a subgroup of Ni+j+,(G). 
Each element of this subgroup can be represented by a bordism element of the form 
~[N,‘+,~N;+, -% K(G’, 1) x K(Z., l)], 
where lNli+‘, f,] E fli+,tG’; Zzr), [Ni+‘, f21 E flj+l(zn; 22’1, x denotes the product operation on 
Z2r-manifolds, and /3 is the Bockstein homomorphism, fli+j+z( G; Z2’)+ fli+j+l(G)- The value of r 
depends on the element in Hi(G’) * Hj(Z,). 
Let L&G; Z2r) denote the obstruction group for surgery on Zzr-manifolds with G coefficient 
systems. There is an exact sequence[l2, Sect. 71 
where Jo is defined by regarding an ordinary manifold as a Z2r-manifold with empty Bockstein. 
According to [14, Thm. 3.3.21, the torsion in L,(G) has exponent 2, so p is injective on torsion 
for any value of r? 1. Since the surgery obstruction of M’x fl(N,x N2)+S8x /3(N,x N2) is a 
torsion element, this shows that it is sufficient to prove that surgery can be completed on this 
map, regarded as a map of Zr-manifolds. However, as an element of Ri+,+,(G; Z2r), P(N,xN2) 
is cobordant to the disjoint union, @N,) X N2 U NI X (/3N2). By grouping factors and using the 
inductive hypothesis, surgery can be completed separately on MS x /3N, x N2+ S8 x /3N, x N; 
and M* x N, x /IN2 + S* X N, X /3N2. Thus, &3(N,XN2)) = 0 E Li+j+,(G), and this accounts for 
the righthand term in the Ktinneth formula. By Lemma 1.4, the proposition is established. 
It should be noted that Theorem 3.3.2 of [14] refers to an “intermediate L-group”, and the 
proof above should be read in that context. It is necessary, therefore, to point out that 
Proposition 1.7 is true for L” as well as Lh; the same proof works. 
The proof of 3.1 can be used to give additional information in special cases. For example, 
suppose that $ is trivial for two finite groups, G, and G2. If the order of each non-trivial 
summand in fi*(G,) is greater than or equal to the exponent of the torsion subgroup of 
L,(G, x Gz), then 4 is zero for G, x G2. 
94. AN APPLICATION TO TRANSFORMATION GROUPS 
We consider here the following long-standing problem in transformation groups: Can a 
compact Lie group act smoothly on a sphere with exactly one fixed point? This question was 
first examined by Montgomery and Samelson in [8]. Using one instance of Theorem 0.1, it is 
possible to construct an example of such an action. (This construction was announced in [ 111. 
Since then, Ted Petrie has constructed examples for many finite groups, as well as for the 
connected groups SO(3) and S3.) 
Throughout this section, all manifolds and maps will be C”. 
Let S3 denote the multiplicative group of unit quaternions, and let G C S’ be a subgroup 
isomorphic to SL(2, Zs), the binary icosahedral group. Since G is perfect, the space of right 
cosets, S’IG, is an integral homology sphere, denoted X3. Let i: S’ x X3+ C3 be the action given 
by 
$4,. q2G) = q,qZG, 
and let A: G x X3+X3 be the restriction of h to G. It was pointed out in [5] that since G is its 
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own normalizer in S3, the fixed point set of A is exactly one point. (The fact that A is not 
effective need not concern us.) 
Let p: G x D”+ D4 denote the action given by left quaternionic multiplication: this action is 
free except at the origin. We have the diagonal action, 
Ax~:Gx(C3xD4)-+C3xD4, 
which has exactly one fixed point and is free on X3 x S3. Now we need to find a fixed-point-free 
G-manifold to attach to C3 x D4. 
LEMMA 4.1. There is a smooth manifold, W’, with the following properties: 
(a) a W’ = Z3 X X3, uia a fixed identification; 
(b) The composition (pt. x X3)+X3 x X3 = c?W + W is a homotopy equivalence; 
(c) The composition (Z3 x pt.) + Z3 x X3 = d W + W is null-homotopic. 
Proof. Let f: M4 + D4 denote the (smooth) Milnor surgery problem in dimension four. 
Recall that aM4 = X3. Form the normal map f x identity: M4 X X3+ D4 x X3. Since the Sylow 
2-subgroup of G is quaternion, it follows from Lemma 2.1 and Wall’s transfer theorem (1.1) that 
the surgery obstruction for this map is zero. (The use of M4 + 04 rather than MB + S* is of no 
consequence.) Let W denote the manifold obtained by completing surgery. Since the surgery 
does not touch the boundary, CYW = X3 x X3, and it can be easily verified that W satisfies 
conditions (b) and (c). 
Since pl W = G, there is a free action of G on I@, the universal cover. Moreover, it is clear 
that on X3 x S3 = a cfi: the action of G is given by T x p : G x (X3 x S3) + X3 x S3, where IT is the 
trivial action on X3. Now let a: X3 x S3+2’ x S3 be defined by 
a(x, Y I= ($Y -I, XL Y 1. 
It is easy to check that this is an equivariant diffeomorphism from A x p to T x p. 
LEMMA 4.2. The G-manifold obtained by attaching Z3 x D4 to w by a is a homotopy sphere. 
Proof. This is a straightforward calculation with the Mayer-Vietoris sequence and van 
Kampen’s theorem, and we omit it. 
Let z7 denote the homotopy sphere just obtained. Of course, the action of G on C’ has 
exactly one fixed point. We now show how to modify this action to obtain a similar one on S’. 
The subgroup of G which acts trivially on C3 via A is just Z(G), the center of G. This is a 
group of order two, so we obtain an effective action of G’ = G/Z(G), which is isomorphic to the 
alternating group, AS. Let H = Z2 $ Zz denote a Sylow 2-subgroup of As, and let F be the fixed 
points of H in X3. Then F is a closed submanifold which, by Smith theory, is a Zz-cohomology 
sphere. Finally, a theorem of Borel[l; p. 1751 shows that F must have codimension three, so F 
must consist of two points. One of these is the unique fixed point of G’, while the other denoted 
x, has some proper isotropy subgroup containing H. If G: denotes this isotropy subgroup, then 
either G: = H or G: = A4, since these are the only subgroups of G’ containing H. If G: = H, 
then it follows that Aq fixes only the point fixed by As = G’. On the other hand, a theorem of 
Greever[7] shows that A4 cannot act smoothly on a cohomology sphere with exactly one fixed 
point. Thus, we can conclude that G:= A4, and that the orbit G’x consists of five points. 
Now let Gx denote the corresponding orbit in X3 x (0) C X3 x D4 C 2’. This is an orbit of type 
(I), where [G; I] = 5. Let D denote a disk about x in 2’ on which I operates linearly. Then 
N = G x ,D is an equivariant tubular neighborhood of Gx in 2’. Form the new G-manifold 
I;,’ = (2’ - N)idesity(G x I[- (2’ - D)]), where [- (2’ - D)] denotes 2’ - D with the opposite 
orientation. Obviously, G acts on 2,’ with one fixed point. 
To identify X,‘, note that it is formed from C’ and five disjoint copies of -2’. We use D to 
define a disk in each copy of -X7, and to define five disjoint disks in C’. It is easy to see now 
that 2,’ is just the simultaneous connected sum of X7 and --5X’, so 2,’ = -4X’ in 8’, the group 
of homotopy seven-spheres. This group is cyclic of order 28; let X0 be a generator. Express 2’ 
as k&; then C.,‘= -4k&. Note that ]G] = 120 and k - 4 - 120~ 4k mod 28. Finally, form the 
G-manifold C2’ by taking the equivariant connected sum, 2,’ # 480kC0, along 4k free orbits in 
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C,‘. (By 480k& we mean 4k copies of the manifold 120X0, where 120X0 = G x X0 and G acts hy 
translation on itself.) Then G acts with one fixed point on &’ = -4k&, # 480k& = - 4k& # 
4kCo = S’. This establishes the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. There exists a smooth action of the binary icosahedral group on S’ with 
exactly one fixed point. 
A similar construction can be applied to the group X42, Z,) x Z,, where (120, n) = 1, since 
this group also acts freely and linearly on S’. 
Added in proof. A much shorter proof of Lemma 2.1 can be given, using the fact that S3/G is the 
total space of a nonorientable circle bundle over the projective plane. The argument is similar to the 
proof of Lemma 1.6. The proof given here has been left intact in the hope that the method may be of 
some interest. 
Theorem 0.1 has been obtained by J. Morgan and W. Pardon as’an application of a more general 
result about surgery on closed manifolds. 
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